**Ethics Project**

Answer the following questions with your opinion and **thoroughly** explain **WHY** that is your opinion.

Do **NOT** answer yes and no! You are only allowed to choose **ONE** side!

You may answer on separate paper if you prefer.

Name

1. Can a health care facility refuse expensive treatment, such as a bone marrow transplant, if a patient cannot pay for it?

2. Should animals be used in medical research even if it results in the death of the animal?

3. Should a patient be told that their health care worker has AIDS?

4. Do parents have a religious right to refuse a life-saving blood transfusion for their child?

5. Is euthanasia (assisted death) justified in certain patients if they request it?
6. Should aborted fetuses be used for research?

7. Should people be allowed to sale their own organs (kidney, lung, etc.) if they want to?

8. Should genetic researchers be allowed to manipulate genes in order to create the "perfect" child?

9. When does life begin?

10. What determines death? When is the patient dead?